INTRODUCTION
A broad class of brittle solids subjected to large amplitude shock waves can support substantial shear stress (of order 2-10 GPa) without failing due to the very limited slip systems in these materials. When failure occurs under sufficiently intense shock loading, the effect is usually observed as a wave splitting in the compressive shock front. Because of the high confining stress state associated with the failure event in the shock compression environment, it is no longer certain whether the microstructural processes of deformation are brittle or ductile. Some, although by no means sufficient, evidence supports a brittle deformation mechanism in the materials of interest [ 
11.
Recently, a further shock-induced failure process has been suggested for brittle solids in which shear failure (possibly shear fracture) occurs separate from the compressive shock wave [2] . This phenomena has been identified as a failure wave which propagates through the solid at some distance behind the compressive shock wave, relieving the large state of shear strain. Failure waves apparently occur at shock compression amplitudes below levels previously thought to remain elastic.
The prompt failure in the compression wave front is commonly called the Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL). The HEL is interpreted as the limit of elastic response and onset of failure under dynamic uniaxial strain loading. The recently reported failure wave process, raises questions concerning this interpretation. The emerging shock wave results suggest that the HEL, rather than an elastic limit, may instead identify a transition in failure mechanism. Tentative interpretations suggest the transition is from a delayed kinetic-controlled failure process below the HEL to a prompt stresscontrolled failure above the HEL.
The present short paper focuses on two aspects of the transition regime neighboring the HEL in the compressive shock process. First, issues of rate dependence associated with prompt yield under shock compression are not well understood. We report here on observations of wave profile data on ceramics, examining the issue of elastic precursor decay. Also in this study, a number of the experimental observations of failure waves in ceramic materials (principally glass) are surveyed. Some of the principal results are summarized and dynamic failure mechanisms consistent with these results are discussed. shock-wave experiments through the evolution and attenuation with propagation distance of the elastic-to-inelastic transition precursor wave observed in wave-profile measurements. In the present study shock-wave data have been examined for evidence of rate-dependent precursor decay. The ceramics which have been investigated are aluminum oxide, aluminum nitride, boron carbide, silicon nitride and titanium diboride, Studies on the rate sensitivity of ceramics, and on precursor attenuation in partic-' ular, are sparse and results to date have been contradictory. The predominant data appears to have been generated on aluminum oxide ceramic. Studies of Rosenberg et al.
[3] have reported elastic precursor attenuation in aluminum oxide over sample thicknesses of a few millimeters to 25 millimeters. In contrast, measurements of Cagnoux and Longy [4] on aluminum oxide did not indicate precursor decay.
In this investigation the precursor waves of experimentally measured wave profiles on selected ceramics using velocity interferometry methods were examined for precursor decay trends [5]. Sample thicknesses were varied over the range of about 2.5 mm to 15 mm. Details of the experimental method are described in Grady [6] .
Representative measured elastic precursor wave profiles for aluminum oxide and aluminum nitride are shown in Figure 1 . Precursor waves are plotted in a manner which scales with propagation distance and examined for self similarity. This method is believed to be a good technique for revealing precursor decay and ratedependent behavior. The profiles for aluminum oxide and aluminum nitride in Figure 1 show no evidence of precursor decay over the range of sample thicknesses tested. Similar results were found for silicon nitride and titanium diboride. Only boron carbide showed some evidence of elastic precursor decay.
The present data have been used to determine an HEL and a corresponding strain rate. A midpoint between the arrival of the elastic precursor wave and deformation shock wave was consistently established to provide the HEL amplitude. This amplitude and the time between the first and second shock waves were then used to determine a corresponding strain rate. The HEL stress and strain rate data are plotted in Figure 2 . Consistent with observations of the precursor profile characteristics, with the exception of boron carbide, there is little evidence for rate dependence over the approximately half a decade of strain rate inferred from the profile measurements.
This notable lack of precursor attenuation and rate sensitivity in ceramics is surprising. Compressive failure in the shock process is believed to be a fracture-controlled mechanism and the nucleation and growth of fracture is known to be a timedependent process. Such time dependence would be expected to lead to rate-depen- . From their observations of negligible precursor decay in alumina, they concluded that grain plasticity was a more likely mechanism for yield in the compressive shock front than was brittle fracture.
FAILURE WAVES IN CERAMICS
The emergence and evolution of structure in a compressive shock wave such as illustrated in Figure 1 is critically dependent on the amplitude of the input stress load. If the input stress level is less than the Hugoniot elastic limit, it is expected that an elastic wave of finite amplitude will propagate in the brittle solid. This expected response has been questioned by recent experimental shock wave studies on K-2 glass [2] , That work has provided evidence for the propagation of a delayed front of fracture following the initial elastic compression wave. This new phenomenon has been identified as a failure wave, and is presumed to be a shear fracture process which is driven by the large shear strain energy residing in the body behind the elastic uniaxial-strain compression wave.
Further evidence for failure waves has been provided by the studies of Brar et al. {7] on a similar soda-lime glass, and those of Raiser et al. [SI on an alumina-silicate glass. In the first study, transverse stress gages provided evidence for substantial increase in the transverse stress component oY upon passage of the failure wave, significantly reducing the shear stress z = ( o x -o y ) / 2 . In that work the tensile strength of glass behind the initial elastic shock wave, both in front of and behind the failure wave, was also tested. The tests indicated a tensile strength in excess of 3 GPa in front of the failure wave and nearly zero strength behind, suggesting a transition to comminuted material through the failure wave.
Recently, high-speed photography has been used to examine failure wave propagation in glass. Bourne et al. [SI have used orthogonal shadowgraph photography to track the fracture front in uniaxial impact experiments on glass, revealing a coarse propagating fracture interface behind the shock front. Strausburger and Senf [ 101, using similar photographic methods, identified delayed shear fracture processes behind spherical shock fronts in glass. Earlier photographic studies of Brannon et al.
[ 113 on crystalline quartz and glass, imaging triboluminescent failure planes behind a compressive shock front, may also have been diagnosing the failure wave process.
The early work suggested that the failure wave may be a propagating fracture front trailing the initial elastic shock wave at a velocity substantially less than the shock velocity [2] . A failure wave velocity closer to the Rayleigh wave speed has been proposed by Raiser and Clifton [ 121. An alternative explanation is that the delay time between the shock wave and failure wave is governed by the kinetics of fracture nucleation and growth [5]. Incubation of the shear fracture process would initiate immediately after passage of the elastic shock front. The failure wave occurring somewhat later would manifest the catastrophic fracture growth phase.
The reported changes in the state of material upon passage of a failure wave are difficult to reconcile without rather unusual assumptions regarding material response. Several of the critical observations in glass are: 1 Velocity interferometry measurements indicate small or negligible change in particle 2 Transverse and normal stress measurements indicate that the stress difference velocity through the failure wave.
ox -or. = 22 reduces substantially during passage of the failure wave but most of the change is due to an increase in or, with little change in ox.
3 The failure wave is reported to propagate at a velocity substantially below the longitudinal elastic velocity in glass. Values of order 2 km/s have been inferred from experimental data. The evidence is weak, however, and any velocity up to the longitudinal sound velocity -including time and amplitude dependence -is possible. Consider material response which leads to a failure wave with a characteristic velocity V
, and an accompanying loss of the stress deviator. If the volumetric compressi&%F behind the failure wave corresponds to full density glass, then the situation in Figure 3 (a) applies. State 1 precedes the failure wave and state 2 is behind the wave. The velocity of the failure wave is determined by the chord connecting state 1 and state 2, The difficulty with this explanation is that a substantial increase in particle velocity (Au = A&pilure! is not consistent with the first observation.
A secon possibility is that material behavior through the failure wave represents catastrophic relaxation of shear stress due to time-dependent fracture nucleation and growth. Consider the possibility in Figure 3 (b) of complete relaxation of the stress deviator at constant strain through the failure wave. To achieve the volumetric compression curve of fully dense glass (state 2 in Figure 3(b) ), a substantial drop in ox through the failure wave is required -approximately twice the increase in oywhich is not consistent with the first observation.
A possible material behavior, which could be consistent with the three experimental observations is illustrated in Figure 3(c) . An alternative pressure (mean stress) versus volume curve is initiated due to shear fracture induced dilatancy in the failure wave. The process could lead to a fixed failure wave velocity, with small changes in particle velocity and longitudinal stress through the failure wave. The dilatant void volume required to accommodate the behavior can be estimated. A pressure change is related to volumetric lattice strain vlat through the bulk modulus K according to, However, if dilatant void volume didit is introduced, the total specific volume change is dv = dvlal + dudi, and, assumng for simplicity, a constant strain process through the failure wave, d u = 0 , If it is further assumed that do,. = 0 and that ox = B after passage of the failure wave, then dp n 4 z / 3 , where z is the shear stress in t i e elastic state preceding the failure wave, and For glass shocked to about 5 GPa on the Hugoniot, z = 1.7 GPa, K = 56 GPa, predicting a dilatant strain of about 4%. The complete transfer of elastic shear strain energy to dilatant strain energy yields a comparable result.
DISCUSSION
The recent evidence for failure waves suggests that the elastic states achieved under shock compression, in at least some of the high-strength solids, may indeed be transient. Shear failure and relaxation of the elastic strain state does occur, but it is delayed. Kinetics of the fracture process would appear to be a likely explanation for the delayed failure. Kinetic times are expected to be a strong function of the amplitude of elastic strain -achieving zero at the HEL stress. Shock-wave profile evidence suggests, for impact amplitudes in excess of the HEL, prompt rateindependent shear failure. Candidate failure mechanisms above the HEL include dislocation plasticity or stress-controlled fracture. The results argue for an interpretation of the HEL in the shock compression of brittle solids as a transition in the mechanisms of failure.
